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Abstract
The Wioner-Hopf equations of the Kalman-Bucy estimate can be solved, owing
to the assumption that the covariance matrix of the observation noise is invertible.
It will be shown that this property is already needed from the very outset, where
the estimate is represented as a stochastic integral. This representation will be
characterized by means of a generalization of a theorem of Karhunen. Then it
can be shown that the usual formal derivations, leading to the filter equations,
are legitimate.
1. The Kalman-Bucy estimate
In this paper, multi-dimensional stochastic processes should be seen
as column vectors whose components are random functions. With respect
to vectors and matrices, the superscript "T" means "transpose of". All
random variables, whether or not involved in stochastic processes, and
all ordinary numbers and functions are assumed to be real valued. Random
elements are denoted by Greek characters.
;(t), t E [0, T], represents the solution of an N-dimensional continuous
linear system, driven by white noise. The initial condition is assumed
to be a centered Gaussian N-vector, stochastically independent of the
forcing function. Then it can be shown that ;(t) is Gaussian on [0, T]
and that its components ;i(t), i= 1, ... , N, are continuous in q.m. on
[0, T] and centered, i.e. E;i(t) = 0.
fJ(s) , s E [0, T], represents an M-dimensional Wiener-Levy process with
components fJj(s) , j = 1, ... , M, satisfying fJj(O) = °a.s., EfJj(s) = °and
m
EfJ(s)fJT(t) = S B(m')dm', m= min (s, t),
o
where B(t), t E [0, T], is a covariance M x M-matrix whose entries bjk(t)
are continuous on [0, T]. Necessarily B(t) is symmetric and non-negative
definite. It is moreover assumed that B(t) is positive definite,
(1) B(t»O, t E [0, T].
If X is the sphere of column M-vectors x with real valued components
such that xTx= 1, and if Al and A 2 are M x M-matrices with real valued
entries, we shall write
AI~A2 iff AI-A2~0 iff xT(AI-A2)X~0 for all XEX.
(2)
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As the elements of B(t) are continuous on [0, T] , xTB(t)x is a continuous
function of (x, t) on the compact domain X x [0, T]. Hence it attains a
minimum value e in this dom ain, say at (xo, to) E X X [0, T] . Therefore
x T B(t)x ~ xJB (to)xo= e, (x , t) E X X [0, T] and e>°
because of (1). So,
there is a number e» °such that
B(t) ~elM uniformly in t E [0, T],
where 1M is the J.v! x J.lf-ident ity matrix. In particular,
(3) bjj(t) ~ e> 0, uniformly in t E [0, T] , j = 1, . .., M .
The centered Gaussian syste ms
{;t(t) , t E [0, T], i = 1, ... , N} and {{3j(t), t E [0, T], i> 1, ... , M}
are assum ed to be st ochastically independent. Their joint elements gener-
ate a linear subspace in a Hilbert space of (equivalence classes of) second
order random variables. Its strong closure
H
in this Hil bert space is aga in a Hilbert space. Moreover, H is a centered
Gaussian system. As equivalent random variables are identified , the ad-
dition "a. s ." is omitted in identities in H. If cp E H , tp E H , then (cp, tp) =
= Eeptp, IIcpll2= Ecp2, cp .L tp iff Ecptp=O, and cp -+ tp in q.m. (i.e. strongly
in H) iff IIcp - tpll -+ 0. As only the strong to pology of H will be used ,
the addition "strong(ly)" will be omitted in relevant cases.
;(t) is observed as follows:
(4)
where
( (s) = ?} (s)+{3(s), S E [0, t] ,
8
?}(s)= J H(s');(s')ds' .
o
Here H(s') is an M x N-matrix whose entries are continuous functions
of s' E [0, T]. The integral exists as a Riemann integral in q.m. since
the componen ts of the J.lf-vector H(s');(s') are continuous in q.m. on
[0, T]. It follows that the components ?}j(s), i > 1, . .. , M , s E [0, T] , of ?} (s)
belong to H and that
(5) ?}j(s) is cont inuously differentable in q.m, on [0, T], j = 1, .. . , M.
It is seen that the centered systems
(6) {1]j(s), j = 1, .. ., M , s E [0, Tn and {Pj(s), j = 1, .. . , M, e E [0, Tn
are stochasti cally independent, i.e. orthogonal in H .
The Kalman-Bucy estimate ~(t l t ) is the N -vector whose components
~t(tlt), i = 1, ... , N, are the conditional expect ations of the corresponding
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components Mt) of W) , given the class of observations
(7) G(t) = g )(s), j = 1, ... , ]Jt!, s E [0, t]}.
Here, since H is centered Gaussian, ~t(t lt) coincides with the orthogonal
projection of Mt) onto the closed linear subspace
H[G(t)]
of H , generated by the eleme nts of G(t). Or, equivalently , [(tit) is the
unique solut ion in H N[G(t)] of the Wiener-Hopf system
(8)
In order to solve (8), it is usually conjectured (see [1], [2], [4], [7],
for instance) that ~(tl t ) may be represented as
(9)
~ t
Wit) = S K(t, s)dC(s) ,
o
where the elements of the N x M-matrix K(t , s) are some unspecified
functions of t and e, and the integrals some integrals in q.m. Via several
formal derivations, a deterministic sys tem of integral equat ions is obtained
of which K(t , s) should be the unique solution. Then t he computation
schemes are derived for §(tlt) , using condition (1).
We shall show that at t E [0, T], the representation (9) can uniquely
be specified by virtue of condition (1). Then the above mentioned formal
derivations may be shown to be legitimate, see [9].
2. A Riemann-Stieltjes in tegral in q.m. 01 a special type
Let throughout this sect ion, t be a fixed element of [0, T]. Let the
"part it ion" p of [0, t] consist of
i) a set {tic, k =O, ... , K } of subdivision points such that
O=tO <tI < .. . < tev- i,
ii) a set {Sic, k = 1, ... , K} such that Sic E [tic-I , tic].
L1 (p) = max (tic - tic-I) is the mesh of p. Let P = {p} denote the set of
k-I, .• K
all partitions p of [0, t] of the above type.
Let I(s) be a mapping of [0, t] into (- <Xl, oo] and q;(s) a mapping of
[0, t] into H. Set
and
Clearly a(p) and a'(p) are elements of H. Let us recall
Definition 1: Iff to all sequences {Pn, n = l , 2, ... }CP, such that
L1 (Pn) -+ °as n -+ <Xl , the sequences
{a(Pn), n= 1,2, ... } and {a'(Pn), n = 1,2, ... }
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are Cauchy sequences in H, necessarily with unique limits , say a and a'
respectively, then a i s the Riemann-Stieltjes i ntegral in q.m. n /(s)dcp(s)
and a' is the Ri emann-Stieltjes integral in q.m. S~ cp(s)d/(s).
If n /(s)dcp(s) exists , then S~ cp(s)d/(s) exists as well and
(10)
I IJ /(s)dcp(s) = [f(s)cp(s)]& - S cp(s)d/(s).
o 0
If /t(s) is a mapping of [0, t] into (- 00 , 00) and CPj(s) a mapping of
[0, t] into II such that S~ /t(s)dcpj(s) exists , i, j = 1, 2, then
exists and is equal to
2 tI atbj S /t(s)dcpj(s) , where at and bj are numbers.
i. i~l 0
\ j {ad ,(,)+'" f,('))d{b, ~,(,)+b, 9"(' ))
I(11)
Riemann (-Stieltjes) integrals in q.m. seem to be the adequate tools
when solving continuous linear systems of the kind, figuring for instance
in th e Kalman-Buoy filter. There, in integrals of type Sb /(s)dcp(s), /(s) is
cont inuous on [0, t] and Ecp(s)cp(s') is of bounded variation on [0, t]2. And
in integrals of type n cp(s)d/(s), cp(s) is continuous in q.m. and /(s) is of
bounded variation on [0, t]. These conditions are sufficient in order that
t he integrals exist.
We shall be concerned with the case that
(12) cp(s) = ' j (s)=1]j(s)+fJj(s), j= l, .. ., M ,
see (4), (5) and (6). We recall that the derivative in q.m. dlds 1]j(s) exists
and is cont inuous in q.m. on [0, t] , and that also fJj (s) is continuous in
q.m. on [0, t]. So 'j (s) is continuous in q.m. on [0, t].
Wc shall need the linear space 2'2[0, t ] of measurable mappings /(s)
of [0, t] into the real line such that the Lebesgue integral Sb /2(s)ds is
finit e. If {o} is the subspace of functions, equal to °a.e, in [0, t], L 2[0, t] =
= 2'2[0, t]/{O} with the usual inner product is a Hilbert space. The topology
of 2'2[0, t] is assumed to be induced by that of L 2[0, t]. A sequence
{/n(S) , n = 1,2, ... } C 2'2[0, t] is called Cauchy sequence iff Sb {/m(s)-
- /n(s)}2ds -+ °as m, n -+ 00. Such a sequence has a limit in 2'2[0, t]
which is unique mod {O}. As only thc strong topology of L 2[0, t] will be
used , the addition " strong(ly)" will be omitted in relevant situations.
We recall the inequality of Schwarz: If /t(t) E 2'2[0, t] , i = 1, 2, then
I I I
(13) { S j/I(s)/2(s) Ids}2~ S h 2(s)ds S /22(S)ds
0 0 0
ent ailing
(14)
t{ S Ih(s)lds}2~t S h 2(s)ds.
o 0
We shall also need the linear subspace
J[O, t] C 2'2[0, t] ,
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generated by the indicator functions of the intervals of [0, t]. We recall
that J[O, t] is dense in 2'2[0, tJ. If i(s) E J [O, t] , there is a set of numbers
{ik, k = 1, .. ., K } and a set {tk' k = 0, .. . , K } C [0, t], O=tO <tl < ... < tK= t,
such that
the values i(tk), k=O, ..., K , being immaterial. As Cj(s) is continuous in
q.m. on [0, t] , it is easily seen that Sh i (s)dCj(s) exists in the sense of
definition 1 and that
(15)
Consider the arbitrary mapping j(s) of [0, t] into ( - 00, (0) and the
partition p, defined at the beginning of this sect ion. If we set
(16)
(the values j(p, tk), k =O, ... , K , being immaterial) then j(p , s) E J[O, t]
and
according to (15). It follows from definition 1 that
H j(s)dCj(s) exists as a Riemann-Stieltj es in tegral in q.m.,
j= 1, . .. , M , if and only if {fh j(P n, s)dCj(s), n= 1,2, } is a
(17) Cauchy sequence in H for all sequences {Pn, n = 1, 2, } C P
such that L1 (Pn)~ °as n ~ 00. (Then, necessarily, all these
Cauchy sequences have one and the same limit in H).
If i1(s) and i 2(s) are elements of J[O, t] , it follows from (4), (5), (6),
the properties of (J(t), and the elementary rules of calculus in q.m. that
(18)
( E{ J i1(s)dCj(s) J i 2(s)dCk(S)}=
'0 0
) = J 1i1(s)i2(s' ) :. Cl: , Er;j(S)t]k(S')dsds' + l i1(s)i2(s)bjk(s)ds~ 0 0 os os 0
[, k = 1, ... , M,
where the integrals in the right-hand side are ordinary Riemann integrals.
Since d/ds r;j(s) is continuous in q.m . on [0, t] , ()2/~S ~s' Et]j(S)r;k(S') =
= Ed /ds t]j(s) d/ds' r;k(S') is continuous on [0, t]2 by virtue of the con-
tinuity of the inner product in H. And, as by assumption bjk(s) is con-
tinuous on [0, t], there is a constant A >°such that
IClS~;S' Er;j(S)r;k(S') I~ A, (s, s ') E [0, t]2,
Ibjk(s)! ~A, s E [0, t].
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And so, also by virtue of (14), as i, k= 1, ... , M,
(19)
and
(20)
( I Sil(S)i2(S)bjk(S)dsl;::;;A J li1(s)i2(s)lds;::;;~ 0 0
?
~I-------:-1-
Si 12(S)ds SizZ(s)ds on account of (13).
o 0
In particular, if i(s) E f[O, t], it follows from (18) that Em i(s)dCj(s)}Z =
= S&Sh i(s)i(s') i)Z!i)si)s' Erjj(s)rjj(s')dsds' + niZ(s)bjj(s)ds, i.e., as i = 1, ... , M,
Then for i=l, ... , M, there is a number A>O such that
(22)
(23)
1 1
l II S i(s)drjj(s) liz = S
, 0 0
(
1
0;::;; II S i(s)drjj(s)IIZ,
o
1 i)zS i(s)i(s')~ Erjj(s)rjj(s')dsds';::;;
o osos
1
;::;; At S iZ(s)ds by virtue of (19),
o
lit
(24) 0;::;; e S iZ(s)ds;::;; S iZ(s)bjj(s)ds = II S i(s)d,Bj(s)IIZ, e> 0,
o 0 0
by virtue of (3)
and
ttl
(25) II S i(s)d,Bj(s)IIZ= S iZ(s)bjj(s)ds;::;; A S iZ(s)ds.
o 0 0
Theorem 1: It {in(s), n= 1,2, ... } C f[O, t], then
{fh in(s)dCj(s), n= 1,2, ... } is a Oauchy sequence in H
it and only it
{in(S), n= 1,2, ... } is a Oauchy sequence in 2'z[O, t].
Proof: It is to be shown if m, n --»- oo that II S& {im(s) - in(s)}dCj(s)IIZ--»- 0
if and only if n {im(S) - in(s)}Zds --»- O. Or equivalently, since {im(S)-
-in(s)} E f[O, t], m, n= 1,2, ... , it is to be shown if {in(s), n= 1,2, ... } C
C f[O, t] and if n --»- oo that IIH in(s)dCj(s)IIZ--»- 0 if and only if Sh inZ(s)ds --»- O.
Now it follows from (21), (22) and (24) that
1 1
II S in(s)dCj(s)IIZ --»- 0 implies S inZ(s)ds --»- 0,
o 0
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and from (23), (25) and (21) that
I IS in2(s)ds -7 °implies II S in(s)dej(s)112 -7 0.
o 0
Cor olla r y : II I(s) is an arbitrary mapping 01 [0, t] into (- 00 ,00),
S& I(s)dej(s), j = 1, . .. , M, exists as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral in q.m, il
and only il
IS {f(Pm, s) - f(Pn, S)}2dB -7 °as m, n -7 00
o
(27)
lor all sequences {Pn, n= 1, 2, ... } C P with L1 (Pn) -7 °as n -700.
Proof : Since {f(Pn, s), n = 1, 2, .. .} C .j"[O, t], see (16), the statement
is true by virtue of (17) and the above theorem.
Theorem 2: S& I(s)dej(s), j = 1, ... , M , exists as a Riemann-Stieltjes
integral in q.m. il and only il
, I(s) is bounded and Riemann-integrable on [0, t]. (Equivalently ,
( I(s) is bounded and continuous a.e. on [0, t], see R UDIN [8]).
Then
n-+OO
~ I(s) E2"2[0, t] and f(Pn, s) -7 I(s) as n -7 00 in the sense 012"2[0, t]
? lor any sequence {Pn, n = 1,2, ... } C P such that lim L1(Pn )= 0.(28)
Proof: By virtue of the above corollary it is sufficient to establish
that the condition
IS {f(Pm, s)- f(Pn, s)}2ds <s if L1 (pn)< O, L1 (Pm )< 0"
o
\ "to any e > °exists a 0 > °such that
?
(29)
is equivalent t o condition (27).
Assume condit ion (29) is satisfied .
Then according to (14),
I I
I S {f(Pm,S) -f(Pn,s)}dsl ~ S If(Pm,s)-/(Pn , s)lds~
o 0
So, for all sequences {Pn, n = 1, 2, .. .} C P such that LI (Pn) -7 °as n -7 00,
I{ S I(p n, s)ds, n= 1,2, . ..}
o
is a Cauchy sequence in the real line, i.e. S& I(s)ds exists as an integral,
owing to the definition of f(pn , s), see (16).
Next let us choose the fixed partitions pm and P» such that L1(Pm) < 0,
L1(pn) < 0, and let us assume that I(s) is unbounded on [0, t]. Then there
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is an interval of the partition Pm, say [tk-lo tk), where !(s) is unbounded.
So there is a sequence {Skt, i = 1, 2, ...} C [tk-l, tk) such that !(Skt) -+ 00 as
i -+ 00. Let us consider the sequence of partitions {Pmt, i = 1, 2, ... }, where
Pmt is identical to pm except for the value Sk E [tk-l , tk) of pm which is
replaced by Skt. Hence J (Pmt) < <5, i = 1, 2, .. ., J (Pn)< 15, whereas
tS {f(Pmt , s) - !(Pn, s)}2ds -+ 00 as i -+ 00 ,
o
being absurd because of assumption (29). Thus !(t) is bounded on [0, t).
Assume condition (27) is fulfilled .
Then to an y 8>°there is a <5 > °such that
t t
I S I(s)ds - Sli». s)dSI< e for all pEP with J (p) < <5 .
o 0
If P is defined by O= tO< tl < ... < te r- t and by th e values Sk E [tk-l, tk),
k = 1, ... , K , set
the va lues J(p , tk) and ti»,tk), k = O, " ' , J(, being immaterial. Since I(s)
is bounded on [0, t), say 1!(s)1 ;;.B ,
(30) _B ::£, !(p, s );;. / (p,s ) ;;. j( p , s);;. B
- !(s)
for all P EP, and s E [0, t), possibly with excep t ion of the points i«,
k = 0, .. . , K. Then , to fixed p there are partit ions p' and p" in P with
the same set {tk' k = 0, .. ., K } as in p but where the values Sk E [tk-I, tk),
k = 1, .. . , K , are chosen respectively such that
O;;.J(p , s)- !(p', S)< 8,
o;;. / (p", s) - j( p , s) < 8, S E [0, t)\ {tk' lc= 0, ... , K} .
Then , since J (p')= L1(p")=J (p )< <5,
t tS Ij(p, s) - t'». s) Ids = I S {j(p , s) - !(p , s)}ds! ;;.
o - 0 -
t t
~ J {f(p, s) - !(p ' , s)}ds + I S {f(p', s) - !(s)}dsl +
o 0
t t
+ I S {/(s)- !(p ", s)}dsl + S {f(p" , s) - !(p , s)}ds ;;'
00 -
~ 8t + 8 + e + 8t = 2 ( 1 +t)8. I.e .
I!(p, s) - j(p , s)1-+ °in measure on [0, t) as J (p ) -+ 0.
H ence, by virtue of (30),
I/(p, s)- /(s)l-+ °in measure on [0, t] as J (p ) -+ 0,
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and so
{j(p, s) - l(s)}2~ °in measure on [0, t] as Ll(p) ~ 0.
On account of (30), {/(p, s) - l(s)}2 is uniformly bounded on [0, t] by 4B2.
The dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue applies, see [6], and
establishes (29) and (28):
tS {j(p, s)-/(s)}2ds ~ °as L1(p) ~ 0.
o
If &frO, t] denotes the linear space of bounded, Riemann-integrable
mappings of [0, t] into the real line, it is shown in the above theorem that
&frO, t] coincides with the set of real valued functions I(s) on [0, t] to
which
tS l(s)dCj(s), j = 1, ... , M,
o
exists as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral in q.m.
It is seen that ~[O, t] C ~[O, t] C 2'2[0, t] where ~[O, t] (then also
&frO, tJ) is dense in 2'2[0, t]. S& l(s)dCj(s) may be seen as a mapping .'Fj
of the linear subspace ~[O, t] of 2'2[0, t] into H. It is shown in (ll)-with
b: = 1, bz= °and tpl (s) = Cj(s) - that .'Fj is linear. It follows from theorem 1
that .'Fj is continuous on ~[O, t]. Since ~[O, t] is dense in 2'2[0, t], the
continuous linear operator .'Fj can obviously be extended from ~[O, t]
to 2'2[0, t], entailing the following generalization of the notion of integral
in q.m. with respect to Cj(s):
Definition 2: II I(s) E 2'2[0, t], then
tS l(s)dCj(s), i> 1, ... , M,
o
is the limit in H 01 any sequence
(31)
t{ Sin(s)dCj(s), n = 1, 2, ... } C H
o
01 Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, such that
(32) {in(s), n= 1,2, ... } C ~[O, t]
is a Cauchy sequence in 2'2[0, t], tending to I(s) as n ~ CXl.
Theorem 3:
a) Definition 2 is admissible.
b) Given I(s) E 2'2[0, t], both definitions 1 and 2 are applicable in order
to compute H l(s)dCj(s), il and only il I(s) E &frO, t]. Then the integrals
01 both types coincide.
Proof:
a) Since ~[O, t] is dense in 2'2[0, t], there are always sequences (32)
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tending to /(s) in the sense of 2'2[0, t]. According to theorem 1, the
corresponding sequences (31) ha ve one and the same limit in H .
b) The assertion is shown in theorem 2, since iw». s) EO J[O, t].
Since there is no ambiguity when integrating /(s) EO 2'2[0, t] with respect
to Cj(s) in the sense of definition 2, or if possi ble, in the sense of definit ion 1,
no new symbols will be introduced and the stochastic integrals in t his
paper may simply be refered to as integrals in q.m.
We also may unambiguously define J~ l(s)dej(s), l(s) EO L 2[0, t] , as
H /(s)dCj(s), where / (s) is any element of the equivalence class 1(s) C
C 2'2[0, t] .
If we had ignored the integrals of Riemann-St ielt jes type, t here had
been no need for theorem 2, neither for the space 2'2[0, t] as we could
have confined our attention to the space L 2[0, t]. Before however , we
mot ivated already the use of R iemann-Stielt jes in q.m. in the context
of linear systems, also figur ing in the K alman-Bucy filter.
If /r(s) EO 2'2[0, t], r= 1, 2, then for j , k = 1, ... , M,
t t
( E J /I( s)dej(s) J /2(S)d(k(S)=
(33) ' 0 0I = j Jh (S)/2(S') ~ ~~ , E17j(s)1]k(S')dsds' + Jh (s)/2(s)bjk(s)ds
\ 0 0 uSus 0
where the integrals in the right-hand side exist as Lebesgue integrals.
This is seen by appro ximating /r(s) in the sense of 2'2[0, t] by elements
of sequences {ir,n(s ), n= 1, 2, .. .} C J[O, t ] , such that
(34)
tJ {fr(S) - i r,n(S)}2ds -+ °as n -+ oo , r= 1,2.
u
On account of (18),
( E J i1,m(s)d(j(s) Ji 2 ,n(s)dCk(S) =
~ 0 U
(35)/' ~ ,~ 1i' ,m!, )i".!" ) b:;" E,/;(,) . ,! ,'jds ds' +
+ J i 1,m(s)i2 ,n(s)bjk(S)ds.
\ 0
According to theorem 1,
t ,{ J i1,m(s)dCj(s), m = 1, 2, .. .} and { J i 2 ,Il(s)dt;k(S ), n = 1, 2, . . .}
o 0
are Cauchy sequences in H , converging as m, n -+ oo to
t tJ h(s)dt;j(s) and J /2(S)dek(S)
o 0
respectively on account of defin it ion 2. Owing to the continuity of the
inner product in H, the left -hand side of (iJ5 ) tends to the left-hand side
of (33) as m, n -+ oo.
(36)
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In the right-hand side of (33) the integrands are measurable on [0, t]2
and [0, t] respectively, since fr(s) is measurable on [0, t], ()2/()S()S' E'i)j(S)'i)k(S')
continuous on [0, tJ2 and bjk(s) continuous on [0, t]. The latter two
functions are bounded on their respective domains by A > 0, j, k = I, ..., M.
The following integrals exist as Lebesgue integrals and satisfy
J J I()S():S' E'i)j(S)'i)k(S'Hh(s)/2(s') - iI ,m(s)i2•n(S')}Idsds'
I
~A f f {lh(s)I·IIz(s')- i2.n(S')I+l i2.n(s')I ·lh(s)-iI ,m(s)l}dsds' =
o 0
t ttl
=A J l/l(s)lds· f 1/2(S)-i2.n(s)lds+A S li 2•m(s)lds· S Ih(s)- iI .m(s) lds--+
o 0 0 0
-+ °as n, m -+ ex> by virtue of (14) and (34).
Similarly,
t
.f Ibjk(s){ft(S)/2(S) - iI, m(s)i2,n(S )}Ids~
o
t
~ A f Ih(s)/2(s)- is, m(s)i2, n(s)!ds -+ °as m, n -+ ex>.
o
Hence, the right-hand side of (35) tends to the right-hand side of (33)
as m, n -+ ex> , and (33) is shown to be true.
So the identities and inequalities in (18)-(25) remain valid if
i r(s) and i (s) are replaced by arbitrary elements fr(s) and /(s),
r = 1,2, of 2 2[0, t] , and if the integrals of the real functions
are interpreted as Lebesgue integrals .
Also (11) remains valid if rpj(s) = Cj(s) and if ft(s) E 2 2[0, t]. Howe ver,
if /(s) E 2 2[0, t] and rp(s) = Cj(s) , (10) is not true in general.
The mapping ~j induces a linear continuous mapping F j of L 2[0, t]
into H. Owing to (24)-essentially t o (I) -it can be shown that Fj is a
(1 - 1) correspondence between L 2[0, t] and the Hilbert space, generated
by the elements Cj(s), s E [0, t]. Thus F j is a generalizat ion of the isomorphy
between L 2[0 , tJ and the Hilbert space generated by the elements fJ(s) ,
s E [0, t] , of the I-dimensional Wiener-Levy process fJ(s) with EfJ(s)fJ(s') =
= min (s , s'). This isomorphy was first shown by KARHUNEN [5J, see also
Doon [3]. The above properties of F j follow as a special case from theorem
4 in the next section.
3. Th e i ntegral representation 0/ the Kalman-Bucy estimate
Let us consider the closed linear subspace H[O(t)] of H, generated by
the elements of the class (7),
O(t) = {ej(s), i= 1, ... , M, s E [0, tJ}.
Clearly H[O(t)] is a Hilbert space. (It is also separable since Cj(s) is con-
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tinuous in q.m. on [0, t], j = I , . . . , M). Its elements Cmay be represented as
(37)
where t he coefficient s ijk are real numbers and {Sk' k = I , .. . , K } C [0, t].
or as
(38) C= lim in q.m, c;
,,_00
where t; is of type (37) and {en, n= 1,2, . .. } is a Cauchy sequence in H .
It may be assumed in (37) that 0<Sl < S2... < SK~ t . The value s= o
may always be omitted since
(39) 1;j(O) = 0, j = I , .. . , M,
as 1;j(s)=rlJ(s)+fJj(s} and 1Jj(O) =fJj(O)=O according to their definition in
section 1. Let us define the function ij(s} E ~[O, t] as follows:
( f ijk if O:£; 8 < Sl
. ~ kf i jk if Sl :£; S< S2
tj (S ) = ) k=2 , j =l , ... , M.\·· · ··~···· ··;i~::~~~:~ ;~
Then 1; in (37) is t he sum of Riemann-Stieltjes integrals in q.m.
M I
1; = - L S 1;j (s}di j(s}.
j -l 0
Since by definition i j (s}= O at s= t and since 1;j (O}= O, j = l , ... , M , ac-
cording to (39),
(40)
owing to (10). Or, as we introduce the column M-vector
(41) its) with components ij(s) E ~[O, t], j = I, . . . , M,
I
(42) 1; = S i T(s}d1;(s} , where 1;(s) is the column M-vector (4).
o
Let us also introduce the
(43) column M-vector I(s} with components !J(s) E .9'2[0, t].
Theorem 4: 1; E H[O(t)] il and only il 1; may be represented as
(44)
t
1; = S IT(s}d1;(s} where 1;(s) is 01 typ e (4) and I(s} 01 typ e (43),
o
i.e. I(s) E .9'2M [0, t].
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Given CE H [C(t)], the components /;(s) 01 I(s) in (44) are unique mod {O},
i.e. unique as elements 01 L2 [0, t] .
Proof :
Assume t is represented as in (44).
Th en the integral exists according to definition 2, and clearly CE H[C(t)] .
Assume 1; E H[C(t)].
Then , on account of (37) and (38), there is a seque nce
t
(1;n= f iJ(s)d((s), n= 1,2, ... },
o
where in(s) is of type (41) and (n of type (42) -i.e. of type (37)-such that
II?;m- Cnll2 ~ 0 as m , n ~ 00.
If imn(s) is t he column j}[ -vec tor with components i jm(s) ~ ijn(s), j = I , ... , M ,
then , by virt ue of (6), (II) and (2),
t
II m-CnIl2 = 1 f iJ;1l (s)d((s)112 =
o
t t
= II J iJ;ll(s)d1}(s)+ J i J,,, (s)d.B(s)1I2 -r-r-
o 0
t I
= II J iJ;,,(s)d1}(s)112 + II J iJ;n(s)d.B(s)1I2~
o 0
I I
~ II J iJ,,, (s)df1(s)1I2 = J iJ,,,(s)B (s)i mn(s)ds~
o 0
I .11 t
~ e S i J.ll(s)i mn(s)ds = e '2 S {ijm(s) - i jn(s)F ds, e> O.
o i =1 0
So, IICm~CnI12~ 0 implies that {ijn (s), n= l, 2, ... } is a Cauchy sequence
in 2'2[0, t ] , necessarily with a limit in 2'2[0, t] , say Ij(S), i > I, ... , M . On
account of theorem 1 and definition 2,
t I
1; = lim in q.m. Cn= lim in q.m . S iJ (s)di;(s) = f IT(s)dC(s),
n~OO n--4 00 0 0
showing that 1; may be represented as (44).
Assume that I(s) in representation (44) is not unique.
Then t here is also an element g(s) E 2 2M [0, t] such that
t t
1;= J IT(s)dC(s) = J gT(s)dC(s) ,
o 0
or, as we set h(s)=/(s)-g(s), then by virt ue of (6), (II), (36) and (2),
I I t
0=11 J hT(s)d((s)112=11 J hT(s)d1](s)112+11 J hT(s)d.B(s)1I2;?;
o 0 0
t i t
~ I I S hT(s)df1(s)112 = J hT(s)B(s)h(s)ds ~e J hT(s)h(s)ds=
o 0 0
M t
= e '2 J h;2(s)ds, e> O.
i~l 0
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And so, hj(s)= °a.e. on [0, t], i.e. fj(s) = gj(S) a.e. in [0, t], j = 1, ... , M.
(Or, avoiding (36), to be proved by approximating also g(s) in similar
way as f(s)).
Under the natural rules of addition and scalar multiplication, L2M[0, t]
is a linear space. With inner product
t
(/(s) , g(s))t= S fT(s)g(s)ds, f(s), g(s) E L 2M[0, t],
o
it is a Hilbert space. n F(s)dC(s) may be interpreted as a mapping F
of L 2M[0, t] onto H[O(t)]. It follows from the theorems 1 and 4 that F
establishes a linear continuous (1-1) correspondence between L 2M[0, t]
and H[O(t)]. Thus F generalizes F j in the previous section, and both
generalize the afore-mentioned theorem of Karhunen.
It should be observed that if C(8) is an arbitrary mapping of [0, t]
into H 2M nothing can be said about the possibility of representations of
the kind (44) and their uniqueness. The succes of representation (44)
in theorem 4 depends on the additive process (J(s), endowed with
property (1).
Let us return to (9). Since the components of [(tit) are elements of
H[O(t)], we obtain as a corollary of theorem 4:
Theorem 5: At t E [0, T], the Kalman-Bucu estimate ((tit) may be
represented as
~ t
Wit) = S K(t, s)dC(s)
o
where K(t, s) is an N x M-matrix, whose entries kij(t, 8) are unique elements
of L 2[0, t] as functions of s.
(8) and (9) yield the system of ordinary integral equations
t
(45) E~(t)CT(S)=E[{ S K(t, t')dW')}CT(S)], s E [0, t].
o
It is necessarily solvable, with solution K(t, t') being necessarily unique
in the sense of L 2[0, t].
From (45), the Kalman-Bucy filter equations can be derived legitimately.
In these derivations and in the results, the inverse of matrix B(t) is needed
at each t E [0, T]. So again there is need for condition (1), the corner
stone of theorem 5.
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